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Abstract 
We show that every dominating analytic set in the Baire space has a dominating closed 
subset. This improves a theorem of Spinas [15] saying that every dominating analytic set 
contains the branches of a uniform tree, i.e. a superperfect tree with the property that for every 
splitnode all the successor splitnodes have the same length. In [lS], a subset of the Baire space is 
called u-regular if either it is not dominating or it contains the branches of a uniform tree, and it 
was proved that X:-&regularity implies Y&u-regularity. Here we show that these properties 
are in fact equivalent. Since the proof of analytic u-regularity uses a game argument it was clear 
that (projective) determinacy implies u-regularity of all (projective) sets. Here we show that an 
inaccessible cardinal is enough to construct a model for projective u-regularity, namely it holds 
in Solovay’s model. Finally we show that forcing with uniform trees is equivalent to Laver 
forcing. 
0. Introduction 
On the Baire space “‘w the ordering x <* y is defined by: x(n) < y(n) holds for all 
but finitely many n. Cofinal sets in (Ow, <*) are usually called dominating. It is 
wellknown that closed sets in the Baire space correspond to sets of infinite branches 
through trees in <we, the set of finite sequences of natural numbers. 
Kechris’ Theorem [9] says that every <*-unbounded analytic set in Oo contains 
the branches of a superperfect tree, i.e. a perfect tree with the property that every node 
has an extension which splits into infinitely many successors. Since easily the branches 
of a superperfect tree are unbounded this gives a topological characterization of 
unbounded analytic sets. 
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In L-151, Spinas proved that every dominating analytic set in “‘w contains the 
branches of a uniform tree, i.e. a superperfect tree with the property that for every node 
which splits into infinitely many successors, all its successor splitnodes with an infinite 
splitting have the same length. If a uniform tree has only nondecreasing nodes, then its 
branches are dominating. Hence Spinas’ Theorem gives a topological characterization 
of dominating analytic subsets of the Gs-subspace of Ow consisting of all nondecreas- 
ing functions (i.e. x E Ow with Vm < n x(m) < x(n)). However in general the branches 
of a uniform tree need not be dominating. In [15] it was even shown that there exists 
a dominating closed set without any dominating uniform subtree. But it was left open 
whether in general every dominating analytic set in am contains a dominating closed 
one. Our first theorem gives a positive answer. 
Theorem 1. Every dominating analytic set in the Bake space contains a dominating 
closed set. 
For the proof, a type of dominating closed set which is a generalization of uniform 
trees is found - called nice set -, such that every analytic dominating set contains 
2 nir~ c,=t The nrnnf ic 2 rnmhinatinn nf the crcatn~ armament frnm rl5-l and icbnc frnm U lll”V ““C. 111” Y” “VI 1” u -“IIIV.IIUC.VII “1 .I._ b..“‘V U’b..“‘~“. IIVlll L’_J .+.A_ . .,I” .AV... 
c31. 
Kechris’ Theorem, Spinas’ Theorem and Theorem 1 above give rise to the following 
regularity properties for a set A E Ow: A is called &-regular if either it is <*-bounded 
or it contains the branches of a superperfect tree. A is called (strongly) u-regular if 
either A is not dominating or it contains the branches of a uniform tree (a nice set). 
The theorems above say that analytic sets are &-regular, u-regular and strongly 
u-regular. In [8] there is an example of a dominating I-Ii-set in L which does not have 
a perfect subset, hence it is nonregular in any of these three senses. In [6, 151 it was 
shown that unbounded/rapid filters can be used to provide more examples of non- 
-_-..1_- ___-_l_.rf_ ^ ^A.. rT_:-,_ rl_:_ :_ TL 0-l :A __.^^ _L_..._ 41-4 L-41. I-T1 “..,I vl L- regukir coana~yu~ was. usmt; LIIIS, III LU, ~1 IL was wwvu mm UUL~I “I- au *2-fia- 
regularity are equivalent to the statement “Vr E “‘c@con L [r] is <*-bounded)“. In 
[15] it was proved that II:-&-regularity implies X:-u-regularity. Here we will show 
that in fact equivalence holds. 
Theorem 2. II:-u-regularity implies that for every r E *co, mm n L [r] is <*-bounded. 
This provides a large number of equivalent statements. 
It is well-known [S] that if every uncountable I-Ii-set has a perfect subset hen w1 is 
inaccessible in L. Clearly the analog of this is false for any of the regularity properties 
studied here, since Martin’s Axiom impiies E$ii,j(strongju-reguiarity ‘by the resuits 
just mentioned. Stern [16] proved that &regularity of all projective sets can be 
forced by a ccc forcing over L. However there exist doubts about his proof. We show 
that for u-regularity a similar proof cannot work. 
Theorem 3. II&u-regularity + A:-Baire property implies that co1 is inaccessible in L. 
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Since by [7] A$Baire property is equivalent o saying that for every r E “o there 
exists a Cohen real over L[r], it is clear that a finite support iteration will never force 
projective u-regularity. 
On the other hand, we show that an inaccessible cardinal is enough to force a model 
where all projective sets are (strongly) u-regular. 
Theorem 4. In Solovay’s model every projective set is strongly u-regulav, 
In fact we show that in Solovay’s model every dominating projective set contains 
a dominating closed set. Our method of proof gives an alternative proof (in ZFC) that 
every dominating analytic set has a dominating closed subset. 
So the main open problem here is the consistency strength of projective (strong) 
u-regularity. 
Finally we investigate uniform trees from the forcing point of view. Clearly a uni- 
form tree sits somewhere between superperfect trees and Laver trees. But by work of 
Laver [lo] and Miller [ll] it is wellknown that a forcing extension of Laver trees 
looks completely different from one by superperfect trees. E.g. Laver forcing adds 
a dominating real whereas superperfect ree forcing does not make the old reals 
meager. So it is natural to ask on which side uniform tree forcing is. We will prove the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Forcing with uniform trees is equivalent to Laver forcing. 
Our proof shows that in fact the complete Boolean algebras determined by Laver 
forcing and uniform tree forcing are isomorphic. 
Notation 
Our notation is mostly standard. 
When we speak about C,l- or II,‘-sets we really mean boldface ones, i.e. we allow the 
formulas to have reals as parameters. 
For DE <%, we have dam(a) = lb(a) = 1~1, where dom denotes the domain, lh the 
length and I-1 the cardinality. But sometimes we consider functions with domain 
a finite subset of o, but not necessarily anatural number; then domain and size do not 
agree. 
By ( ) we denote the empty sequence. 
By %u we denote the space of strictly increasing functions from w to o, i.e. x E Too 
if and only if Vm c n (x(m) < x(n)). 
By c we mean strict inclusion. 
We will consider trees on <%. By L we denote the set of all Laver trees ordered by 
inclusion, where a tree p c_ <-w is called a Laver tree if and only if, first, p has a stem, 
i.e. a maximal node s, denoted stem(p), such that for every t EP either t c s or s c t 
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and, second, for every tep with stem(p) G t the set succ,(t):= {new: tamp} is 
infinite. 
In [9] the notion of superperfect ree was introduced. A tree p E <Oo is called 
super-perfect if and only if p has a stem and for every s E p there exists t E p such that 
s c t and succ,(t) is infinite. A node s E p is called a splitnode if and only if succ,(s) has 
more than one element. The set of all splitnodes sop with succ&) infinite will be 
denoted by Split(p), and for s E Split(p) we denote by Succ,(s) the set of all successor 
splitnodes of s in Split(p), i.e. the set of all TV Split(p) such that s c t and for no 
s c u c t we have u E Split(p). For no o the nth splitting level of p, denoted by Lev,(n), 
is the set of those s E Split(p) with the property that if to c ... c t, = s is the maximal 
chain such that each ti belongs to Split(p), then m = n. So if stem(p)ESplit(p), then 
Lev,(O) has as unique element stem(p). Finally, for sop, by ps we denote the subtree of 
p which contains all top with either t E s or s E t. 
A tree p E <ow is called uniform if and only p is superperfect and for every 
SE Split(p) there exists nEco such that every member of Succ,(s) has length n. This 
n will be denoted by r+,(s) in the sequel. The set of all uniform trees will be denoted by 
U in the sequel. For PE UJ, by UJ, we denote the set of all uniform trees 4 E p. 
1. Characterizing dominating analytic sets (in OIZO) 
Assume we are given PV := (w,,, s,: CE <Oo) so that w, E w is finite, S,E “‘~r(lh(+~~~ 
for 0 # ( ) (and likewise dom(so) c w is finite, s<) E~“~(~<>)w), and for all ~EOO, 
fJJ = dom( U”,, w/r”, the union being pairwise disjoint. Then we can form the 
closed set C = C(m) c Ow defined by 
gEc 0 s<>sg A 3fe”wVG lwr,ll = sfr(n+l)). 
We say a closed set C G mm is nice iff C = C(m ) for some PV as above satisfying 
additionally 
VCJE ‘*wViE w ol(lh(u)- 1,(%(i) > 4lW) - 1)). 
A nice set is easily seen to be dominating. The following result gives a positive answer 
to question 2 of [15]. 
Theorem 1.1. Let A c OCLI be analytic. Then A is dominating if and only if A contains 
a nice set. 
Proof. (e) is trivial by the above remark. 
( =P) We do it for simplicity first for Bore1 sets A; using a game G(A) and 
determinacy. In G(A) I plays pairs (s, w) E Sz x Co]<“, where Sz denotes the set of 
functions from finite subsets of w to o, and II plays natural numbers k. The rules 
are: 
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(1) player I plays (~0, ~0) with SOE Q, 8 # WOE [CO]<“‘, wondom(so) = 8; (sj, wj), kj, 
j < i, being played, I plays si E k*m ICC) SO that for all j E wi_ 1 (s,(j) > ki_ 1) and wi # 0 
is disjoint from the wj and dom(so); 
(2) player I wins if and only if dom( uiso wi = w and x E A where x tdom(si) = si 
for all i. 
G(A) is a Bore1 game. 
Proof. Straightforward: the strategy defines a nice set. 0 
Claim 2. Suppose II has a winning strategy in G(A). Then A is not dominating. 
Proof. Let (T be a winning strategy for II. We want to produce DELCO so that for all 
XE ,43”n(f(n) > x(n)). Going over to a better strategy for II, if necessary, we may 
assume (see [ 151 for a justification): 
(a) for every SEQ, w. c w~E[o]<~, cr((s,wo)) < a((s,wl)); 
(b) for every SESZ, ((si,wi): i < j) SO that dom(so) and the wi are pairwise disjoint, 
s = Ui<j si, SiE”‘-‘W for i 2 1, we have 
(T((s,wj-l))=~(((si,wi); i-c j>). 
Next we define f(n) for n E CO using the following recursion: 
ko:= a((( >, n + 1)); 
ki+l:= max{a((s,(n + l)\w)): wcnr\lwI=i+ lAsE”‘(ki+l)}; 
P, \ 1 In):= k,. 
Now assume XEA and nE co. We want to find n’ 2 n so that f(n’) 2 x(n’). 
(1) Find m. B n minimal so that for all k < n 
4(x tk(mo + l)\k)) 2 x(k). (*) 
Recursively construct ij E (m. + l)\n, j < 1, so that ij, is minimal with 
4(X t(nu {ij; j < j’}), (m0 + l)\(nu {ij; j < j'}))) 2 X(ij ). (*) 
If there is no ij, with (*) anymore, let 1:= j’; clearly i. is defined, and i. = n; thus 
1 d 1< m, + 1 - n. In case ij = m, for some j < I, we see f(mo) 2 x(mo) using the 
recursive definition of f(mo), and we are done. So let us assume this is not the case, and 
put SO := X t(nu {ij; j < 1)). 
(2) Find ml > m. minimal so that 
a((so,(ml + l)\dom(so))) > min{x(i): ie(ml + l)\dom(so)}. (**) 
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Recursively construct ij E (ml + l)\dom(s,,), j < 1, so that ij, is minimal with 
a((~ /(dom( (ii: j < j'}), (ml + l)\(dom(sa)u (ij: j < j'>))) > x(ij,). (**) 
If there is no iy with (**) anymore, let 1:= j’; clearly iO = min{k; k~(m, + l)\ 
dom(s,Jr\x(k) < o((sO,(ml + l)\dom(sa)))}; thus 1 < 1~ ml + 1 - (dom(s,)l. In 
case ij = ml for some j < 1, we see f(mi) > x(mi). So let us again assume that this is 
not the case and put wO := (ij: j < E), s 1 := x rwo. Note that we must have ~((s,,, wa)) 
/ -II.\ F,... -11 I7 _... rL:.. F,.,,,...” L.,.- &L, -:,:-,.1:*.. ,P .- . \ .&\n, ,“I a,, nt wa - wm IUIIVWS uuu~ ~1~5 ~uuumilu~y VI rn1 iii (ii) Ziiid iii1 #iii0 
(and (a)). 
In case we never find an m 2 n with f(m) 2 x(m), this procedure goes on forever. 
Note then that the play ((so, wO),o((sO, we)), (si, wI),~((sO”sl, w,)), . ..) follows 
the rules and II’s strategy (by (b)) while producing the real x E A, a contradiction. 0 
To do the analytic case, assume A = p(C), where C G (“o)’ is closed and p is the 
projection, and repeat a modification of the above game on C, playing witnesses along 
the way. By combining the above proof and ideas from [15, Section 11, this can be 
done in a straightforward manner. Note that we use only determinacy of closed sets 
for this. 0 
Remark 1.2. This proof is heavily influenced by both the proof that every analytic set 
in 90 either is not dominating or contains the branches of a uniform tree, due to 
Spinas [15], and the remark, made by the first author in [3,Section 11, how the 
definition of a rank function for Hechler forcing on %J can be changed to give a rank 
function on wo. 
For an example of a nontrivial nice set see [15, Section 21. 
Tn rl5-l 2 ret A c On1 WSE ralbrf n-rfw11lar if 2nd nnlv if&her it is not do&&g or 
&I. LL’J I “I. ‘a - _ ,,..” _....“.. _ ‘wb”‘“’ . . _.... “--., 
it contains the branches of a uniform tree. Call a set A G % strongly u-regular if and 
only if either A is not dominating or A contains a nice set. Clearly every strongly 
u-regular set is u-regular; in Theorem 1.1 we proved X:-strong-u-regularity. It then 
follows (using the same tricks as in [lS,Section 43) that the assumption VIE’% 
(Own L[r] is bounded in Ye) implies X&strong-u-regularity; hence (using the results 
of Section 2) X:-strong-u-regularity and #-strong-u-regularity are equivalent o the 
former statement and to C$(and II:-)u-regularity. However, it is easy to construct in 
L an easily definable set which is u-regular without being strongly u-regular. Simply 
take a (disjoint enough) union of a dominating l-Ii-set without a nice subset and the 
Oat ,F h,,..-hA, A~ ,, ..,.,rl,m;,n+:,, .,,;f,-.. tma ri < c,~+;-, 31 JGL “1 “Ia‘l~lleJ “1 a II”IIU”llllllallll~ Ullll”llll LILA t-12, OGtiLI”II LJ. 
2. Characterizing X&u-regularity 
We start with the main result of this section. 
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Theorem 2.1. iI:-u-regularity implies that L [x] n Ota is bounded in ww for all reals x. 
Proof. Assume that for some real x, L [x] n Ow is unbounded in Ow in V. Without loss 
of generality, Ln”o is unbounded in *‘w in V. We shall construct a Hi-set X with 
definition in L so that 
(I) whenever L E W is such that Lnwwo is unbounded in Ocon W, then X is 
dominating in W; 
(II) X does not contain the branches of a uniform tree in any W 2 L with cop = c.94. 
Claim 1. It sujices to guarantee that XL = Xn L does not contain the branches of 
a uniform tree in L. 
Proof. VT (T uniform tree * 3x (x$X A x E CT])) is a fI$sentence and therefore 
absolute. 0 
Assume X is a set of strictly increasing reals (i.e. X G T0cc)). For x E X let 
A,:= {y~~“b: 3jY’23z&“ti (3”n(S(n) = l)nVn[(f(n) = 1 
=+ z(n) = x(n)) A (f(n) = 0 * z(n) = z(n + 1)) A y(n) = 2x(“)- 3”(“‘])}. 
Clearly A, is a closed set of reals (in fact, it is the set of branches through a superperfect 
tree). Furthermore x # y implies A,n A, = 8, and indeed the map F: Twco x 
blW -+ to~ (where (f~“2: 3”n(f(n) = 1)) = [co]“) which sends (x,f) to the real 
ye A, defined by x and f (i.e. y(n) = 2x(“) -3x(k) where k 2 n is minimal with f(k) = 1) 
is one-to-one and continuous. Moreover F(tUw x Co]“) is closed. Set R := uxEx A,. 
Claim 2. If X is unbounded, R is dominating. 
Proof. Choose g E wm. Without loss, g is increasing. As X is unbounded, find XE X 
such that 3”n(x(n) 3 g(n)). Set f(n) = 1 e x(n) > g(n); and let y := F(x,f). Clearly 
Vn(y(fl) > s(n)). cl 
Remark. The idea of getting a dominating family as the union of b superperfect trees 
(where b is the least size of an unbounded family in “w) is borrowed from [43. 
Claim3. IfX is II:, so is X. 
Proof. As F js one-to-one, we have 
if = {YE~U: ~tx,f)(F(x,f)=v)~V'(x,f)(F(x,f)#yvx~X)}. 
The first part of this definition of _% is closed, the second is n:. m 
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In view of Claims 1-3, it suffices to produce a II:-set X with definition in L so that 
(I’) XL = XnL is dominating in “wnL; 
(II’) Ll=“X does not contain the branches of a uniform tree”. 
We shall now describe how to construct a C&set Y with these properties, and then 
how to get the I-Ii-set X from the x:-set. 
We say a real x is apart from a closed set C iff 
Vf e C 3 “n(x(n)/f (n) > 6”). 
(This is a II:-statement and hence absolute.) Let (T,: a < wl) be the <,-enumer- 
ation of the uniform trees of strictly increasing sequences, and let (z,: CI < oi) be the 
<,-enumeration of the reals (elements of %J). Construct (x,: o! < oi), (ya: a < q) 
so that for CL < b 
(i) xB ET~W eventually dominates z,, y,, ys; 
(ii) xP(n)~ {2k; k > tz} for all n; 
(iii) y, E [T,] is apart from A,_; 
(iv) xg and y, are CL-minimal with the above properties. 
To guarantee (i), (ii) and (iv) is no problem. To see that we can always fulfill (iii) note 
that [Ts] is dominating because [ Tp] c_ Two [15, Fact 1.31; therefore we can find 
YE[TJ so that Va < PV”n(y(n)/6 x.(n) > 6”); such a y will work because VE < /?Vz E 
,4,_3”n(z(n) = 6x*(“)). Set Y := {x,: CI < wr} g rWa. Clearly Y has a C&definition, is 
dominating, and Y E Too does not contain the branches of a uniform tree. 
Similarly as in [6, Section 21 and [15, Section 31 we will transform Y into a non-u- 
regular II i-set. 
Assume Y = {x: 3y(4(x,y))}, where 4 is II;. Define the map G: “‘w + ww by (cf. 
[6, Section 21): 
for y E 70 
G(Y) KY(O) + 1) = 0 
G(y) r[Ci,,y(i) + n, Cis,y(i) + IZ + 1) = n for n 3 1. 
G is one-to-one and continuous. Moreover G(“o) is Gd. Let 
A:= {(x,G(y)): 4(x,~)) 
= {(x,z): ~Y(G(Y) = z) A VY(G(Y) Z z v 4(x,y))h 
which is a I-Ii-definition. Set 
X:= {x + z: (X,Z)E A) 
={f~“‘i0:3x,z(Vn(x(n)~{2~: k>n})r\zeG(%)r\f=x+z) 
A Vx, z(x + z # f v (x, z) E A)}, 
where equality holds because the map sending (x,z)~(y: Vrz(y(n)~(2~; k 2 n})> x 
G(“w) to x + z is one-to-one; furthermore the image is still Gs which gives X a II:- 
definition. Now note that if y E X, y = x, + z, (x,, z) E A, then for j > a we still have 
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y&x) > 6” ’ 6 X=(n) > 6X*(“)+z(“) = 6y(n) for almost all n. Therefore y, avoids A,. This 
shows that X E tWm does not contain the branches of a uniform tree. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 
As a consequence we get the following equivalence theorem (which answers posit- 
ively Question 1 in [ 151). 
Theorem 2.2 (Partly due to Judah, Kechris and Spinas). Thefollowing are equivalent: 
(I) L[x] n ww is bounded in wwfor all reals x. 
(II) Z&K,-regularity. 
(III) II:-f&-regularity. 
(IV) C&u-regularity. 
(V) II:-u-regularity. 
Proof. (I) =E= (II) Kechris’ Theorem [9,Theorem 41. 
(III) * (I) Judah’s Theorem [6, Theorem 2.53. 
(I) =E- (IV) Spinas’ Theorem [15, Theorem 4.4). 
(V) 3 (I) Theorem 2.1. 0 
Let us introduce the following weaker regularity property: A c “CO is w-regular if 
and only if either A is not dominating or A contains the branches of a superperfect 
tree. Then we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.3. The following are equivalent: 
(I) L[x] n “‘0 is not dominating in %~for all reals x. 
(II) X$-w-regularity. 
(III) II:-w-regularity. 
Proof. (I) * (II) Immediate from Kechris’ Theorem [9, Theorem 41. 
(III) =c- (I) If L[x] n Ocu is dominating in wo, then there is a X.:-rapid filter, and 
hence by [15, Theorem 3.31 a dominating II:-set which does not contain the branches 
of any superperfect tree. q 
3. Beyond Z$u-regularity 
Raisonnier [13] proved that if every Xi-set is measurable and Ki is accessible in 
L then there exists a Xi-rapid filter. Hence by [15, Theorem 3.31 we conclude 
I-Ii-u-regularity + E&measurability + o.#*] < oi for all reals r. 
We shall somewhat improve this result. 
Proposition 3.1. l-I:-u-regularity + Ai-Baire property =- wf[‘] < w1 for all reals r. 
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Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that q = w I ‘[*] for some real r. Without loss 
w1 = wf. In L, let A = {ad; cc < wi} be an almost disjoint family of subsets of w with 
a Xi-definition. Such a family can be gotten easily from the C&well-order of the reals 
of L (see [12, Section 81 for a much stronger result). 
Next define B, C G Tow: 
yEB e 3xEAY%(y(n)$x). 
YEC o yeTww\B. 
Clearly C is a II&set. We shall show that it does not contain all branches of any 
uniform tree, and that it is dominating under the assumption of the A$Baire- 
property. 
Suppose that [T] E C, T a uniform tree. For each crE split(T) choose n,~ w and 
(r:: n E w) so that c G r: E split(T), lh(rz) = n,, and the r”, have disjoint range. For 
gEsplit(T) and iEn,\lh(a) let x7:= {r:(i): now>. Thinning out the xp (and going 
over to a smaller subtree of T) if necessary we can assume that all of them are either 
contained in one element of A or almost disjoint from all elements of A. In any case we 
can find XE A so that Vg~split(T)M(xp c* w\x). Thus we can easily construct 
a branch in T belonging to B, a contradiction. 
Note that by C&u-regularity there is a dominating real d over L. By A$Baire- 
property choose CE (MEOW: &z(f(n) > d(n))) a Cohen real over L[d]. Clearly 
Vx~A3~n(c(n)~x); i.e. CE C. This shows that C is dominating. 0 
The assumption of the A$Baire-property cannot be dropped in the above argu- 
ment; in fact, after wi Laver reals with countable support over L, C will not be 
dominating anymore. 
Remark 3.2. Proposition 3.1 gives a partial answer to Question 3 in [15]. In particu- 
lar, it shows that full projective u-regularity cannot be proved using a finite support 
iteration of ccc p.o.s over L (as this was done for full projective Baire property by 
Shelah [14]). 
Conjecture 3.3 [ 15, Question 31. H&regularity a wfrrl < w1 for all reals r. 
On the other hand, in Section 4 we will prove that from an inaccessible cardinal 
a ZFC-model can be constructed where every projective set is strongly u-regular. This 
is true in Solovay’s model. 
4. In Solovay’s model every projective set is strongly u-regular 
For rc a cardinal let Coll(w, <K) be the Levy collapse which collapses cardinals 
below IC to w by finite conditions. 
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose K is an inaccessible cardinal and G is Coll(w, < K)-generic over 
V. Then in V [G] every projective set is strongly u-regular. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 it is enough to prove that in V [G] every dominating projec- 
tive set contains a dominating closed set. Let 4(x) be a projective formula such that 
TITP-IL c~ I, \I ‘_ >___‘._A’~_ n rl__P~~r_ 1
Y LU J F ix: qqx~j 1s aommdtmg. rsy rne racror lemma [5, p. igO] we may assume that 
the parameters of 4(x) belong to V. 
It is well-known (see [l] or [2]) that the Solovay model is Suslin absolute, i.e. for 
every Suslin forcing PE V [G] and projective sentence I,$ with parameters in V [G], if 
Gp is P-generic over V [G] then V [G] I@ if and only if V [G] [Gp] I$. This is true by 
the homogeneity of the Levy collapse and since there exists a Coll(o, <k-)-generic 
H such that V [G] [G,] and V [H] have the same reals. This in turn is proved using 
the fact that every real in V [G][Gp] IS added by a complete subalgebra of 
Coll(w, < K) * P of size < K, namely Coll(o, <A) * P for some 1 < K, and then building 
H in K steps, by using two more facts saying that every forcing of size <K is 
compieteiy embeddabie into Coii(o, <K) and Coli(to, <K) has the K-C.C. 
Let (ID, <) denote Hechler forcing with increasing conditions: (s, f) E D if and only 
if s E <Ow, f~ Tow and s c J and the ordering is defined by (s, f) < (t, g) if and only if 
s 2 t and Vn 2 lb(t) f(n) > g(n). Clearly (D, <) is Suslin ccc. 
By Suslin absoluteness we conclude that if r E tWw is D-generic over V [G] then 
vCGlCrl~{x: 4(x)) ’ d IS ominating. Hence there exists a D-name for a real r E V [G] 
such that 
V [G] [r] k 4(z [r]) A z [r] >* r. 
We may assume ZE V (by the factor lemma). By the remark above there exists 
a Coll(o, < rc)-generic filter H such that V [G] [r] and V [H] have the same reals and 
hence VCHI 144 C I) T r A z r >* r. By the homogeneity of Coll(o, <K) and the factor C 1 
lemma we conclude 
V Crl 1 z Crl >* r A It~db, 4K) 44~ Crl). 
Moreover r is D-generic over V, and hence there exists (s*, f*)~ D n V such that 
in V 
(s*,f*) IF, “Z >* i A It- Coll(w, <x) 4(t)“. 
Once more applying the factor lemma we conclude that for every real r’E V CH] 
which is D-generic over V and compatible with (s*, f*) we have V [H] k c#J(~ [r’]). 
Our strategy will now be to interpret r by many Hechler generics over V in V [H] 
so carefully that the set of these interpretations is closed and dominating. Then 
applying the homogeneity of Coll(w, <K) once more we conclude that {x: 4(x)} 
contains a closed dominating subset in V [G]. 
Note that since K = CO~[~~ is inaccessible in V the set of D-generics over V in V [G] 
which are compatible with (s*, f*) is Bore1 and dominating. (If some g E mu n V [G] 
witnessed that this set is not dominating, then g E V [G n Coll(o, < A)] for some A < K, 
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and rc is inaccessible in T/ [G n Coll(o, <A)]. Hence there exists I’ E I/ [G] which is 
D-generic over T/ [G n Coll(w, <A)] and compatible with (s*, f*). Then r’ is D-generic 
over V and I’ >*g, a contradiction.) 
So by [15, Theorem 1.11, in V[G] there exists a uniform tree T such that each 
branch is D-generic over v and compatible with (s*,f*). Note that [T] c fo~ and 
hence [T] is dominating [15, Fact 1.31. Note that {r[r]: rE [T]} is dominating and 
analytic, hence by Theorem 1.1 it contains a dominating closed set. In the sequel we 
give an alternative proof of this. We will use the following notation: For s E T, t E <oo 
we write 
l sit-r “7 In = t” if and only if Vre[T’] with s s r, V[r] Fz[r] In = t. 
l slIrrrnifandonlyif3tE’“wsuch that sltT“7~n=t”. 
Since for every r which is D-generic over I’ and SE <ww, s”r t[lh(s), co) is also 
D-generic, without loss of generality we may assume Vre [T] V[r] bVn(z[r](n) > 
r(n)). (Maybe we have to refine T and then change its stem for this.) 
Lemma 4.2. For every no EO, there exists a unform tree T’ c T with 
stem(T’) = stem(T) such thatfor all SE Split(T), ifs iT, T(Q,)A(~s”~E T’ with s”i (IT 
7(no)), then there exists a one-to-one function j: SUC+(S) + w such that 
Vk~succT~(s)s”kItT~7(n,) = j(k). 
Proof. Since T is a uniform tree with increasing nodes, without loss of generality we 
may assume that if there are f E Oo, k E o, r, E [T] with (t, f) IkD 7(no) = k, t G r. and 
Vn 2 lb(t) ro(n) 2 f(n), then for every r E [T] with t c r we have Vn > lb(t) r(n) > f(n) 
and hence t lkT 7(no) = k. Consequently, the set 
9 = (te T: t (IT r(no)> 
is dense and open in T, and moreover Vr E [T] 3 n r 1 n E 9. 
Using 94 we can define a rank function rk, : T + w1 with the following properties: 
(1) rk&t) = 0 if and only if t E 9; 
(2) for tl c to, rk,(to) < rk,(tr) if and only if 3t*(t* E Split(T) A tl c t* c to); 
(3) to 2 tl G- rk,(to) d rk&r). 
Let /3 = sup{rk,(t) + 1: tE T}. Clearly b < or. We will define a sequence of 
refinements of T, (T,: c( < /I + 1). 
Set To = T. Let t ~Split(T~) with rk,(t) = 1. We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: {j: 3kEsuccTO(t) (t” k Ik, z(no) = j)} is infinite. 
In this case choose an infinite S, C_ succrO(t) such that there exists a one-to-one 
function j : S, + o with Vk E S, 
tAk Ikr, r(no) = j(k). 
Case 2: {j: 3ke succTO(t) (t^ k It, z(no) = j)} is finite. 
Then choose an infinite W, E succTO(t) such that for some j* E w, VkE W, 
tAk IIT, 7(no) = j*. 
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Let T1 E TO be the subtree obtained by removing from TO all s which extend some 
t^k where to Split(TO) with rkg(t) = 1 and 
l if t is as in Case 1, then k$S,, 
l if t is as in Case 2, then k$ W,. 
It is not difficult to see that Ti is uniform and even Split(T,) = Ti n Split(T,J. 
In generai, given T,, for each t E Spiit(T,j with rk&tj = a + i as in the case a = 0 
we distinguish Cases 1 and 2, where now TO is replaced by T,, choose S, or W, 
accordingly, and then prune T, as above to obtain a uniform tree T,+l E T, with 
Split(T,+,) = T,+,nSplit(T,). 
If 1 is a limit, let T, = n {T,: a < A}. 
Claim. TA is still uniform and even, Split(TJ = Split(T,,)n Tn. 
Proof. For t E T,, with rk,(t) > A we clearly have t E TA. If rk,(t) = 1, then 
Wl,ltA Lr T tALr T , I... ,.r.,.+....,.+:,... UC...,.,. CA* l -T I+\ . 1 __.^ I__.._ V~\L &C 11 e L ht 10, uy ~UIIJLIUL~IUII. IIG~LG 1~1 it 1 A yKkh iks(c, 6 n WC; mivt: 
t E Split(TJ if and only if t E Split(To). 
For t E TAnSplit with rk&t) = a for some a < 1 we have, by construction, 
Vs ZJ t(sE TA if and only if s E T,), since then rk,(s) < a. But as t E Split(T,) by 
induction hypothesis, we conclude t E Split( T,). 
Finally, TA is not empty since nothing in our construction could have removed 
stem( T,). 0 
Now T’ = T, is as required (remember /I = sup{rk,(t) + 1: tE T,}). 0 
Using Lemma 4.2 we will now construct a fusion sequence of uniform trees 
refining T. 
Let so = stem(T) and no = lh(s,). Applying Lemma 4.2 to T, no we obtain a uni- 
form subtree T’ G T with stem(T’) = so. Since Vr E [T] Vn z [r](n) > r(n) we conclude 
so VT, z(n’). Let E. be the set of all maximal nodes t E T’ with t WTs z(n”). Then E. is 
a front in T’, i.e. a maximal antichain meeting every branch. As T’ has the property 
from 4.2, by an easy diagonalization along E. we may find a uniform subtree To G T’ 
with E. s Split(T’) and the property that for distinct s,t~E~, if s”i,t”j~T’, 
s”ilt,. z(n”) = k and t”j It,,z(n’) = 1, then k # 1. Let 
F0 = IJ {Succp(s): SEEo}. 
Then F” is a front in To. Now To below F” is retained for the fusion, but above F”, 
To will be refined further by repeating this procedure for each (TO),, SE F”: Since 
s~Split(T’) we clearly have s[r~r(lh(s)). By Lemma 4.2 applied to (TO),, lb(s) we 
obtain a uniform tree T’ E (TO), with stem(T’) = s. Let E, be the set of all maximal 
t E T’ with t fT, t(lh(s)). Diagonalizing along E, we obtain a uniform tree T” c T’ 
with stem(T”) = s and E, E Split(T”) such that for distinct t,ue E,, if t *i,u”j~ T”, 
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t”i ltrs r(lh(s)) = k and u^j Ikrs z(lh(s)) = 1, then k # 1. Let 
F, = u {Succ&t): &E,}, F’ = u {F,: SEF’}, T’ = u {T”: SEFO}. 
Then F’ is a front in the uniform tree T’. Now T l below F’ is retained for the 
fusion, but above F’ the refinement goes on similarly. Finally let T OD = n {T”: n E 01. 
Then T” is a uniform tree with stem(T “) = so. 
Now define 
A = {r[r]: rE[T”]}. 
Claim. A is dominating and closed. 
Proof. Clearly A is dominating since [T”] is and 7[r] > r for every r E CT”]. 
In order to prove that A is closed suppose that x is a cluster point of A. We claim 
that there exists a unique r, E [T “1 with 7 [rJ = x. This will clearly suffice. Such r, is 
constructed inductively: Choose rE [T”] arbitrarily such that z[r] rlh(s,) + 1 = 
x flh(s,) + 1. From the diagonalization we did in constructing To we conclude that 
x(lh(so)) determines a unique to E F” such that to E r. Next let rE [T”] be arbitrary 
such that x /lh(t,) + 1 = 717-3 rlh(t,) + 1. Again by construction, x(lh(t,)) determines 
a unique tl E F,& such that t, c r, and then clearly to c ti. Proceeding similarly we 
construct to G tl E . . . E t, G . . . such that if r, = u {t”: new}, then x = r[rJ. 0 
5. Forcing with uniform trees is equivalent to Laver forcing 
Theorem 5.1. Forcing with uniform trees is equivalent to Laver forcing. 
Proof. Let D E U be the set of those uniform trees p which have the property that for 
every s E Split(p) the mapping 
Succ,(s) + 0 : t H rip(t)) 
is one-to-one. 
The key element in the proof is the following: 
Lemma 5.2. D is a dense subset of (U, c ). 
Proof. Let p E OJ. We have to find q E D with q c p. Let so = stem(p). Clearly we may 
assume so E Split(p). We construct q by inductively fixing its splitting levels. 
We let stem(q) = so. 
In order to define Lev,(l) we look at Succ,(so) and distinguish the following two 
cases: 
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Case 1: There exists an infinite set A c Succ,(sO) and for every t E A there exists an 
infinite set B, G Split(p,) and k,Eco such that 
b’t,uEA(t fu * k, #k,) 
and 
v~ltAvu,weB,(IuI = k,r\(u # w => 44) f w(ltl))) 
In this case let Lev,(l) = Succ,(sO) = A. 
Case 2: By removing finitely many members of Succ,(sO) we can find an infinite set 
A c Succ,(s,,) and n E o such that for every t E A and infinite set B E Split(p,) and 
k E (I), if 
Vu,w~B(luJ = kr\(u fw * u(ltl) # w(ltl))) 
holds then k 6 n. 
In this case, for every t E A there exists a maximal k, E co with the property that there 
exists an infinite set B, E Split(pJ such that 
Vu,w~B,(lul = k,r\(u #W 3 4ltl) f w(ltl))). 
Clearly k, Q n for every t E A. Choose Al E A infinite such that (k,: t E A,) is constant, 
say with value k. 
By construction it is clear that for every t E A and m E w there exists u E B, such that 
the members of SuccJu) have length 3m. Hence it is easy to find a set 
C G u {B,: AE A,} 
such that Cn B, has one member, for every t E Al, and (n,(u): u E C) is one-to-one. 
XT_... A-C-- lY”W UCI‘IIE: 
Lev,(l) = Succ,(s,) = C. 
It is clear that either Case 1 or Case 2 occurs. This finishes the definition of the first 
splitting level of q. 
Now suppose that q has been defined up to its nth splitting level (where n > 1) such 
that for every SE Lev,(n - 1) and every TV Succ,(s) there exist an infinite set 
C, c Split(p,) and 1,~ w such that the following two statements hold: 
be, u E Succ,(s)(t # t4 * I, # l,), 
v~EsUCC&)vu,WEC,(~u~ = I,A(U # w = u(ltl) # w(ltl))). 
Note that this is true for n = 1. 
Now for every SE Lev,(n) we have C,, and as in the definition of Lev,(l) we 
distinguish Case 1 and Case 2, where now C, plays the role of Succ,(s,), and then 
define SW+(S) accordingly. 
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This accomplishes the recursive construction of q. 
Now the following claim is easily established. 
Claim. For every s E Split(q) and n E w there are onlyjinitely many t E Succ,(s) such that 
n,(t) G n. 
Hence it is easily seen that we can prune q to obtain q1 c q with q1 ED. This finishes 
the proof of Lemma 5.2. IJ 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose p E D, q E U and q c p. Then for every t E Split(q) 
Succ,(t) c Succ,(t) 
holds. Hence q E D, and D is open. 
Proof. It is easy to see that for every t E Split(p) and k E w, every set A c Split(p,) with 
the property: 
Vu,wEA(n,(t) < JvI = kr\(v #w - u(ltl) # w(ltl))) 
is finite. 0 
Lemma 5.4. Let p E D. Then (UJ ,,, E ) and (IL, E ) are isomorphic. 
Proof. For every t E Split(p) fix a bijection 
K, : succ,(t) + 0. 
We define a map 
p:p + <a0 
as follows: Given t E p, let (to, . . . , t, _ 1) be of maximal ength such that for every i < n 
tiESplit and to c tl c ... c t,_l c t. Then set 
p(t) = <~t,Ml~ol))~ ... 3 ~t._,MlLll)b 
Using Lemma 5.3, it is now easy to see that the mapping 
4 ++ P”4 
is an isomorphism from (U,, c ) onto (U_, E ). 0 
By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4 and well-known resuits about forcing [5] we are done. i--J 
Remark 5.5. In the terminology of [S], we proved that the complete Boolean algebras 
determined by (OJ, E ) and (IL, E ) are locally isomorphic. They are even isomor- 
phic: Pick maximal antichains A 5 IL and B E OJ n D both of size continuum. By the 
proof of Lemma 5.4, if p E A and q E B then [L, and U, are isomorphic. Using a bijection 
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between A and B it is clear that we can stick together such partial isomorphisms to 
a total isomorphism. 
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